
AS 24 counts on the latest generation of
Hectronic’s fuel terminal HecVision
As part of the Total group AS 24 is a leading European company in the area of fuel
distribution and service offers for transportation companies. AS 24 has been counting on
the proven technology from Hectronic for many years. For the planned substitution of fuel
terminals this innovative technology could assert itself and Hectronic has won the
contract for this project. Thus, the course for the future is set and Hectronic will step by
step equip the Europe-wide petrol station network with fuel terminals of the latest
generation. With the new HecVision AS 24 will utilize the fourth generation of terminals
from Hectronic.

“Since AS 24 has been our partner for many years we are particularly proud and happy that our
innovative technology has convinced our customer and that we could assert ourselves in the tender
for this project.” - Eva Richir, Key Account Manager and Robert Mazuga, Director Sales International
Hectronic GmbH
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With a petrol station network of more than 850 stations in almost 30 European countries AS 24 is a
pioneer when it comes to innovative and user-friendly solutions for forwarding companies. The fuel
terminals of the extensive petrol station network will be substituted in the following years in order to
further guarantee the high technological standard. The fuel terminals HecFleet 44 currently in use will
gradually be replaced by the new generation of terminals. The new fuel terminal HecVision is
equipped with state-of-the-art hardware and software technology. The PCI-compliant 10” touchscreen
allows for sophisticated and user-friendly operator guidance. The handling of the authorization
process at the fuel pump will be reliable and user-friendly, offering numerous authorization options
and therefore a new level of convenience. Due to PCI-compliance a high degree of security with
respect to data protection is guaranteed. The real-time processing of the data and high authorization
speed are made possible by the new software technology.
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